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Heasley and Mihalas 1976:  
the poetic tragedy of radiative and 

magnetostatic equilibrium 

Observations of Kim, Nikolsky 1973





Kippenhahn-Schluter 1957



the problem

!

• Kippenhahn-Schluter (1957) configuration 
• vertical slab subject to Lorentz force, gravity, irradiation 
• self-consistent force and energy balance  

– magnetostatic, nLTE radiative (inc. statistical) equilibrium  
• reduced to Cartesian 1D (x=coordinate across slab) 

– B=(Bx(z), B0y, Bz(x)) 
– BC’s: p=p0 in corona, Bz(±∞)=B0, irradiated by surface and corona  
– complete linearization method for RT/nLTE, H, He only



+ nLTE rate equations, H and He



!, β treated as  
constants (justified 
by observations)

vertical force balance

m is the independent 
variable for the RT/ 
nLTE calculations 



…….



results



thermal and magnetostatic collapse  
of equilibrium mass sheets  

vertical +  horizontal force balance:

p(M) ~ M2   and  M ~ " #x. 
but p ~ "T and  
Heasley-Mihalas energy balance yields T ~ M-α, α≥0 
#x → 1 / M(1+α) 

!

=>  geometric thickness #x → 0 as M increases 
!



Hinode data, Berger et al. 2008 
Ca II H line 
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quiescent limb prominence 
30 November 2006 





Hinode data, Berger et al. 2011 
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Hinode/SOT H-alpha 656.3 nm filtergram  
quiescent prominence 

22-June-2010 





• frozen fields on macroscopic scales 
• plasma motions show prominences internally dynamic 
• yet magnetic stresses dominate 

!

!

• solution:  flux sheet collapse, breakdown of ideal MHD 
– neutral-ion slip 
– large local grad B,   significant η∇2B, topology change 
– tangential discontinuities

Problem: thermal and magneto- 
convection in low beta plasma?



New theoretical work based on  
Heasley-Mihalas 1976



New theoretical work based on  
Heasley-Mihalas 1976



Dimitri’s genius continues to educate us in our 
search for new understanding, decades later,  
in unanticipated ways. 
!

His work on prominences is just one example 
of the poetic and unexpected irony of how 
science progresses, when it is done well.  
!

Thank you, Dimitri. 


